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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we propose iCellSpeed, an on-device solution to increase data access speed by substantiating unrealized performance potentials. We find that performance potentials are missed in today’s mobile networks, as the data speed a user device gets is much lower than what the device could get. The issue is rooted in the current cell selection practice, which misses good candidate cells that offer faster access speed, thus under-utilizing the available capabilities in mobile networks. We design iCellSpeed to facilitate network-controlled cell selection with proactive device-side assistance towards more desirable cells. Our evaluation over AT&T and Verizon confirms its effectiveness. iCellSpeed increases data access speed by more than 10 Mbps at 79% of test locations (> 25Mbps at 20% of locations, up to 80.6 Mbps). It doubles access speed at 62.5% of locations with the gain up to 28.4x. Datasets are available at [9].
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1 INTRODUCTION
Increasing user access speed has been a main driver for mobile network evolution. Operators expect to deliver faster broadband experience through continuous infrastructure upgrade. They acquire wider radio spectrum, deploy denser cells, and migrate to advanced technologies (say, from 4G LTE to 4.5G LTE-Advanced to 5G New Radio). They enhance raw system capabilities to offer users higher speed (say, from tens of Mbps to a few Gbps).

In this work, we argue that it is equally important to make full use of already available capacities, rather than deploy new ones, to boost data access performance to user devices. Without exploiting full performance potentials, we end up with excessive infrastructure waste, which further drives the operators for infrastructure upgrade even more aggressively, thus being trapped in a vicious cycle. Specifically, the data performance would stay poor if those cells with low access speed are selected to serve a device, despite many candidate cells which are able to offer faster speed. Eventually, those cells that offer faster access are not chosen, thus being wasted. The overall system utilization remains low.

Unfortunately, we discover the above is not rare in reality. We observe that significant performance gaps emerge in various settings between what a device could get and what it actually gets. For example, we see that a mobile phone receives 4.6 Mbps on average by default while 49.3 Mbps is available and 90% speed potential is missed (Figure 3a). We observe significant performance potentials missed in our measurement study of all four top-tier US operators (AT&T, Verizon, T-Mobile and Sprint)1 (Figure 11, §5.2). We further dive into why such low-utilization cases arise. It turns out that, the state-of-the-practice cell selection2 is held accountable. Without proper selection of those cells that yield higher access speed, the current scheme under-utilizes the available infrastructure resources and misses fast wireless access to user devices.

Fundamentally, the problem is rooted in the network-centric cell selection scheme, which is designed for seamless connectivity but not for superior data performance. Note that, dense cell deployment is the norm, rather than exception, in most US regions. A user device can be served by multiple candidate cells (up to tens of cells) in principle. Despite abundant choices, few are considered in practice, and the poor ones are further chosen not without technical rationale. The practice favors those cells with good radio signal, but ignores other non-radio factors (e.g., channel width) that may have bigger impact on user-perceived data performance. The handoff procedure states that, as long as the radio quality is not too bad, current cell would remain effective despite bad data performance. It thus discourages leaving the current cell. When searching for new cells, the procedure stops once a candidate cell with acceptable radio quality is found. It thus often stops at a local sub-optimum out of a subset of candidates constrained by the current cell. Consequently, it misses the cells with the best performance out of all choices.

In this work, we propose iCellSpeed to address the identified underutilization issue. iCellSpeed has three design requirements. First, it seeks to reach the performance-oriented, “global” optimum from all candidates, rather than radio-based, “local” optimum. Second, it is compatible with the 3GPP standards without any infrastructure change. Third, iCellSpeed is designed as an on-device software solution to boosting mobile data access speed for the device. In brief, the design of iCellSpeed transforms a mobile device from a telecom-based dumb, passive terminal to an intelligent, proactive

---

1 T-Mobile and Sprint run separately during this study despite their pending merger.
2 It is called handoff in 3GPP. We focus on how to select serving cells in this paper. We use both terms interchangeably.
machine. Instead of passively following the decision made by the network, the device learns what is best for itself and supplies its own favored choices for the final selection made by the network.

There are two main technical challenges. First, device capabilities at the software space are quite limited. Even though the device learns the desired choice, it cannot directly select it. Second, it must work with the current selection mechanism that makes the final decision at the infrastructure side.

To tackle both challenges, iCellSpeed takes an approach of the “device-assisted, infrastructure-decided” selection (§4). The device takes runtime measurements and maintains historical performance profile to challenge whether it should accept the default decision made by the network; it performs online learning to infer missed potentialss and determines its corresponding action (device-side customization). It further monitors the outcome to ensure better performance than the default choice.

We implement iCellSpeed on commodity smartphones, and confirm its effectiveness with large speed gains in both AT&T and Verizon. It increases access speed by at least 10 Mbps at 79.2% of locations out of 50 runs per location. It more than doubles the speed at 62.5% of locations, and achieves the gain up to 8.11x at one location (up to 28.4x in a single run). We want to highlight that iCellSpeed has one limitation that it would disrupt ongoing traffic for about 2 seconds on the application layer. As a result, it may not benefit mice traffic despite its improvement for bandwidth-intensive heavy traffic flows like video streaming, conferencing and file downloading. This limitation is rooted in its implementation constraint, as the device is incapable of taking action swiftly in the software space without corresponding support from the chipset. We note that iCellSpeed is designed to exploit under-utilized potentials, not to increase raw system potentials. There is no speed benefit on the network side in case full potentials have been used up by other devices. In a word, iCellSpeed is not perfect but offers a promising on-device solution to increase data speed.

In summary, iCellSpeed offers arguably the first on-device, pure software solution that guides infrastructure-centric cell selection for higher access speed. We make three main contributions:

1. We conduct extensive measurements to identify and quantify the missed performance potentials in today’s mobile networks (Findings F1-F5 in §3.1, §5.2).
2. We unveil the limitations of current cell selection for missed potentials (F6 - F12 in §3.2).
3. We design, implement, and evaluate iCellSpeed on commodity smartphones with instant speed gains (§4 and §5).

2 RADIO ACCESS PRIMER

We introduce necessary background on radio access in mobile networks, as illustrated in Figure 1. We focus on 4G and beyond (e.g., 4.5G LTE-Advanced and 4.75G LTE-Advanced Pro), because all four major US operators have advanced to 4.5G and beyond.

Cells and frequency channels/carriers. A mobile device’s radio access is provided by one or more serving cells. A cell is a logical unit that runs over a contiguous spectrum frequency block (referred to a frequency channel or a component carrier) to serve devices within its vicinity ranging from tens of meters to several kilometers. Each channel has fixed operational frequency and bandwidth (say, 1.4, 3, 5, 10, and 15 MHz, Table 1), as regulated by 3GPP [14].
3.1 An Motivating Example

We first use an example to illustrate two new findings:

F1. In today’s mobile networks, the device is not always served by the cell that can offer the highest access speed (Figure 3a);

F2. Higher speed can be achieved when the device takes extra actions without changes to the current network infrastructure (Figure 3b).

Figure 3a plots the downlink throughput in two paired runs, where the phone keeps on downloading the same large file (500MB) at a fixed location using AT&T. The first run (A) is performed under the default network operations; it starts after the user arrives at the test location (L1 in Figure 10) along a fixed walking route. The second run (B) is performed at the same spot right after run A, while taking the device-side action (disabling band 5). In this case, the phone obtains 4.6 Mbps on average by default (A), while 49.3 Mbps is available (B). It is clear that the default network operations fail to select those serving cells that are used in run B and available in run A, thus miss higher speed (90.7% miss) (A).

We repeat the above experiment with more runs, and observe the same finding. Specifically, we repeat the paired runs at different hours of the day (from 9AM to 22 PM) and at different days of two weeks (in Dec 2019 and Feb 2020). Each run (B) with device customization (blocking band 5) immediately follows a default run (A). Figure 3b compares downlink throughput (0, 25, 50, 75 and 100 percentile) in 40 test pairs. We treat the gap in each pair to be the what-if speed gain if B’s choice were selected during the experiment. This is a reasonable estimate because the achievable potential is no smaller than the achieved one and we run what-if experiments almost simultaneously (under the same condition).

F3. The significant gaps persistently occur; Poor performance in reality can be largely avoided through device-side action (Figure 3b, 3c);

F4. Persistent gaps imply that they are unlikely caused by transient factors, say, dynamic loads and time-varying radio signal quality. Instead, they are due to the poor cell selection in the current network operations (Figure 3d, §3.2).

In all our tests, device customization (blocking band 5) brings significant speed gains. By default, the phone constantly gets poor performance (medium speed < 8.5 Mbps, maximum <12.4 Mbps). To quantify speed gain, we define two metrics,

\[ \Delta^{(p)}_{k} = \psi_{k,B}^{(p)} - \psi_{k,A}^{(p)} \]
\[ \Gamma^{(p)}_{k} = \psi_{k,B}^{(p)} - \psi_{k,A}^{(p)} / \psi_{k,A}^{(p)} \]

\( p \) is the percentile from 0 (min) to 100 (max). \( \psi_{k,B}^{(p)} \) and \( \psi_{k,A}^{(p)} \) are the \( p \)-percentile performance (here, throughput) in the default (A) and customized (B) run at the \( k \)-th pair. At this location, we observe that the median speed increases by at least 29.3 Mbps and up to 60.6 Mbps. In more than 50% tests, the median rate grows by at least 42.2 Mbps. In terms of \( \Gamma^{(50)} \), the simple device customization scheme brings up to 15-fold gain with the minimal growth of 351%.

Data speed fluctuates over a small window of time (Figure 3a and 3b). Such fluctuations are partly induced by dynamic resource allocation under changing traffic load and partly caused by varying radio channels. These transient factors contribute to speed variance in each run, but not the significant gaps observed in all tests. Instead, they are primarily attributed to the quality of the serving cells.

We examine the set of serving cells in these 40 tests (Figure 3d). In the default runs (A), only one serving cell is used (the potential of CA is wasted). Each cell is represented by its channel number (cell ID) here, e.g., 2425(363). Channel 2425 is centered at 871.5 MHz on band 5, with 5MHz channel bandwidth. In the device-customized runs (B), this poorly-performed cell is filtered out by disabling band 5 at the device. Data speed rises with distinct serving cells. We see that CA takes effect and more serving cells are being used. It leads to three main choices and the first two use identical cells. The occurrence frequency is computed in terms of the observation duration (but not the number of runs), because more than one serving cell sets are used in some runs.

The total channel bandwidth does matter. All these new sets have larger aggregated bandwidth (25/25/20 MHz) than the default one (5MHz). We will confirm the impact of channel bandwidth later in §3.2. We would like to highlight that the speed variances in the default runs are relatively small. This implies that such poor performance is primarily determined by the selected serving cell(s), despite small variations due to transient factors.

F5. The above case is not rare. Significant potential miss is frequently observed among all four operators (§5.2).

We conduct a measurement study across a small city and several regions of three other cities in the US. We find that significant potential miss happens frequently in all four US carriers (§5.2). Missed potentials are caused by the poorly-performed cell selection.

3.2 Why Are Significant Potentials Missed?

We next examine why. It turns out that
in fact, current selection practice favors the cells with stronger radio signal quality over those offering higher speed. Such practice is not without rationale. However, in today’s mobile networks where dense cell deployment is the norm, it is likely to underutilize high speed potentials empowered by rich cell choices at most places.

We use the example above at L1 (AT&T) to illustrate its limitations. Same/similar conclusions hold at many other spots for all four US operators in our large-scale reality check (detailed in §3.2). At L1, we run an extensive study; Different from §3.1, we perform only the default runs without taking any extra device-side action. To observe as many candidate cells as possible, we take diverse walking or driving routes to reach L1. We run 192 tests sporadically where dense cell deployment is the norm, it is likely to underutilize high speed potentials empowered by rich cell choices at most places.

At L1, we run an extensive study; Different from §3.1, we perform only the default runs without taking any extra device-side action. To observe as many candidate cells as possible, we take diverse walking or driving routes to reach L1. We run 192 tests sporadically where dense cell deployment is the norm, it is likely to underutilize high speed potentials empowered by rich cell choices at most places.

First, abundant choices bring rich diversity in cell selection (F7, Figure 4). There is no single winner at a location. We see that five sets (1, 3, 6, 7, and 19) are frequently selected at L1. S1 (short for set 1), S3 and S19 refer to Figure 3d. S6 is [2425(363)-1150(413)-none] that enables CA compared to S19. S7 is [66486(103)-none]-none which uses a PCell on band 66 (a superset of band 4). Other set information is omitted due to space limit. Figure 5 plots radio quality of four common PCells at L1 in all the runs. RSRP/RSRQ (reference signal received power/quality) are two key measures of radio evaluation. We see that all four cells have comparable radio quality, stronger than most other cells at L1. This is why they are often selected.

Second, abundant choices cannot guarantee the selection quality (F8, Figure 4). The choice with poor data performance is regularly or even repeatedly selected in reality. At L1, S19 is frequently selected but the offered speed is 8x slower than the best (via S1). We observe that S19 is always selected when the device moves to L1 along one direction (§3.1). Figure 6 plots RSRPs of these three cells in such a walk instance towards L1.

We further use this instance to illustrate how current selection practice misses good choices in four aspects.

Cell selection is primarily radio-based and ignores channel bandwidth (F9, Figure 5, 6). All steps of measurement, reporting and decision to perform a cell selection (Figure 2) count on radio quality evaluation. For instance, whether to measure candidate cells depends on how weak the current one is; Which cell to report depends on whether its radio signal quality is strong enough; Which cell to select depends on who has the strongest radio quality out of those reported ones; This is consistent with prior studies [19, 21, 29].

Such radio-based cell selection ignores non-radio factors which impact data performance, such as channel bandwidth. Cell 2425(363) has only 5 MHz and offers the lowest data speed at L1. 850(16) uses 20 MHz and offers higher speed. But 850(16) is not favored at locations where its radio signal is slightly weaker than 2425(363) (say, < 50m). Note that, along the route towards L1 (Figure 6), 2425(363) is stronger than both good choices of 850(16) and 5145(16) at < 50 m locations (more than 75 m away from L1). This is why 2425(363) often wins at these places. Selecting the cells regardless of their bandwidths results in high likelihood of selecting poorly-performed cells.

Last but not least, current selection practice seeks for local optimum, not for global optimum (F12, Figure 6). We find that its initial cell choice profoundly restricts the subsequent operations and consequences. It does not only discourage a cell selection, but also limits the scope of candidate cells considered for a selection. Take radio measurement as an example to illustrate this local constraint. There are intra-freq and inter-freq measurements [15]. The former measures the cells over the same channel and the latter measures more cells over distinct channels. What cells to measure depends on the current one and its radio quality. In the walk instance (Figure 6), cell 850(16) or cell 5145(16) is not measured because no
inter-measurement is invoked. We want to point out that the current serving cell is unaware of this biased choice at runtime when it decides the next target cell out of a small subset, not out of a whole set of all candidate cells. This way, there is no escape to better cells once the current cell gets stuck at a local stable choice. Multiple stable choices correspond to multiple winners at L1.

We would like to emphasize that we do not intend to blame the selection practice. It is indeed effective and efficient to ensure seamless radio coverage while retaining reasonable overhead (e.g., avoiding ping-pong effects). It switches to new cells only when the current ones are about to fail. At the early phase when full coverage was still a big concern, good radio was highly correlated to good performance. However, good radio ≠ good performance in today’s mobile networks with abundant choices at place. We argue that it is right time to revisit cell selection and solve its underutilization problem that ends with unnecessarily poor performance.

4  iCellSpeed Design
We propose iCellSpeed to increase data speed by tackling the underutilization problem that stems from the existing cell selection scheme. iCellSpeed seeks to achieve higher speed gains by selecting better cells that better utilize available capabilities rather than through enhancing raw capabilities. The ideal and straightforward solution is to directly implement a clean-state selection scheme for performance optimality out of all choices (discussed in §8). However, it is not practical (at least in the near future) because of big changes to network infrastructure. We thus propose iCellSpeed, a device-side solution which exploits software power available at commodity smartphones and works in concert with the current cell selection practice. It is compatible with standard mechanisms and operational network infrastructure, with no need to change the network side. If successful, iCellSpeed promises to bring immediate benefits for the device and by the device.

4.1 Overview of iCellSpeed
Figure 7 depicts iCellSpeed’s main components and operation flows. The center is to use performance profiling as the main instrument and enable proactive device-customization atop of the existing network-centric cell selection procedure (Figure 2). Profiling leverages historical measurements to accumulate global knowledge and thus offers the ability to challenge and correct the improper decision out of partial information at runtime. The device switches its role from a dumb, reactive terminal to an intelligent, proactive one. Instead of simply following the commands from the network and executing rigid reactions pre-implemented in the chipset, the device proactively overrides the default reactions to influence the consequence of cell selection. But the serving cell is still decided by the network eventually.

Two core enabling modules are iCustomize (2b) and iProfile (2a and 2c). There are two main operation flows.

1. Device-side customization at runtime. iCellSpeed makes one change at the device side, incorporating with the existing hand-off procedure (2b-3 and 2c in Figure 2). It adds the iCustomize step to break a direct chain between measurement (2a) and reporting (2b) which are configured by the network and executed at the device. Instead of passively following the commands from the network, the device is empowered to question and challenge the default selection operations, because the device stays alert of the identified limitations in §3.2 and the resulted potential miss. Intuitively, iCustomize is to compare real-time performance and current choice with the profiles learned in advance; It then determines whether better cells are missed at runtime, and which action from device side is feasible to prompt better cells to be selected. If iCustomize confirms no need of further device actions, no change will be made and the default procedure proceeds (see the branch 2b-3b-No:3b-3c). Otherwise, it executes device-side customization to override the default reaction and thus influence the selected cells (see the branch 2b-3b-Yes:3b-3b-3c). Note that iCellSpeed does not alter the existing mechanism or network-side functions (say, 1, 2 and 3), which are also beyond control. Instead, it leverages just device power to change the input of these functions so as to indirectly affect the consequence of selected cells, towards a more desirable choice. iCellSpeed uses more intelligent device assistance to comply and complement the cell selection practice, while improving the chance of selecting cells with better performance.

2. Device-side profiling at runtime and offline. iProfile is to leverage measurements in the past and accumulate global knowledge regarding performance at every place so as to combat the limitations of local views used for cell selection at runtime. It gathers what cells are available, how they are selected, and how they perform in reality. Then it aggregates observed samples into the profiles regarding availability of choices (cell deployment), frequency of choices (cell selection), and performance of choices. It supports both offline and online modes. The former creates initial profiles through offline training or crowdsourced measurements. The latter updates the profiles with measurements over time.

4.2 iCustomize
It is not easy to decide a device-side action because its impact is not deterministic. As illustrated in Figure 7, the final decision is still made by the network. Take the example at L1 (Figure 3d) to illustrate control uncertainty. Blocking band 5 results in three possible consequences, not a single deterministic one. Fortunately, all three new choices are positive, offering much higher speed than the default one (which is the worst set observed at that location). However, it is not always true. At other places, multiple new possibilities can be positive and negative. The key of iCustomize is to predict both gains and risks (negative gains) and tame control uncertainty to determine the proper device-side action.

Specifically, iCustomize addresses three technical questions:
Q1. Should the device accept the default cell set?
Q2. If no, what action should be taken?
Q3. Should the device accept the previous action?

A naive idea. The straightforward solution is to predict the gain
associated with each possible action and then maximize the predicted gain to determine whether and how to take actions (Q1 and Q2). It can be formulated into a classic Expectation-Maximization (EM) problem [17]. Let us assume that the iProfile module has sufficient samples in the past and thus gathers reliable knowledge for a given location. Let \( S \) be all possible choices at the given location, i.e., \( S = \{ S_u | u = 1, 2, \cdots, U \} \). \( X_{S_u} \) is a random variable for data performance of cell set \( S_u \). The resulted performance upon action \( \pi \) is a weighted sum of multiple random variables as \( X_\pi = \sum_{u=1}^{U} P(S_u|\pi) \cdot X_{S_u} \), where \( P(S_u|\pi) \) is the likelihood of selecting cell set \( S_u \) upon action \( \pi \). Consequently, the decision is made by maximizing performance expectation,

\[
\pi_\ast = \arg \max_{\pi \in \Pi} E[X_\pi]. \tag{2}
\]

No action is taken when \( E[X_\pi] \) is no better than the default one. Otherwise, \( \pi_\ast \) is taken. Q3 is used to address control uncertainty in case the new action brings a negative gain. To answer it, it monitors performance under action \( \pi_\ast \). If the resulted new cell set is worse than the default one at the new round, the previous action is withdrawn and excluded from the action set \( \Pi \). At next round, a new action is derived out of the updated action set \( \Pi \) to maximize Eq. (2). Otherwise, it stops.

**Our practical solution.** However, the storage overhead of the above computation is too huge. We thus work on a practical solution that *approximately* predicts the gain and looks for a *reasonably good* action (customization) so that we probably boost data speed in an efficient way. This solution tradeoff is feasible according to the famous PAC (probably approximately correct) learning theory [26]. In our context, we enable a fuzzy logic that incorporates non-deterministic profile models and deterministic domain knowledge. Note the consequence of our customization is approximately, not precisely accurate. Once the previous action is incorrect, we take just-in-time reinforcement learning and correct our previous "mistake" with up-to-date feedback.

Figure 8 shows the core logic of iCustomize. At the first level, it goes to NO-branch when no device customization is performed previously; Otherwise, it goes to the YES-branch at the next round to check whether the speed is worse; If no, no more action is needed. Otherwise, it excludes the previously-used actions and runs iCustomize* (the NO-branch).

iCustomize* uses a two-level decision subtree. To decide whether to challenge the default choice, it takes the following factors into account: real-time performance of the current cell set, historical performance of the current cell set, and potential gains of device-side actions. On the first level (speed-OK trigger), we examine if the current speed is satisfactory. We devise intuitive rules such as current performance no worse than a portion of the best (e.g., above 70% of the 50-percentile performance of the best set), or current performance above a certain percentile (e.g., the midpoint of the performance range. Note that the used information (e.g., the best/worst performance) can be easily learned by iProfile. We test with several rules in our evaluation (§5.3) and shows that these intuitive rules work robustly to differentiate good runs from runs with missed potentials. The reason is simple. At places with significant performance potential miss (see the example of S19 at L1 in Figure 4), there exists huge room to design speed-OK rules to differentiate good and poor performance; At places with small or overlapping performance gaps, low accuracy is tolerable since the likelihood to realize missed potential is low as well. As a result, intuitive rules suffice in iCellSpeed. On the next level, we check if the current cell set is poor based on iProfile (§ 4.3). It decides whether iCellSpeed takes aggressive or conservative actions.

We next predict the gain and make a decision. We exploit domain knowledge to approximate Eq. (2) and simplify gain prediction. We find that device-side actions are very limited. The ideal customization is to allow the device to directly lock the target serving cell(s) which offers desirable performance. However, such explicit cell locking is not available at almost all commodity phones (the exceptions [2, 10] cannot work); Software interfaces such as API [6], AT commands [1] and secret codes [8] can not lock cells. Constrained by available software power, three actions are considered:

- **A1:** lock one frequency band;
- **A2:** block one or multiple bands;
- **A3:** reset, particularly via turning off and on mobile data (or the flight mode);

A1 is one special case of A2, when blocking all the other possible bands, except the one to be locked. A1 and A2 will rule out all the cells over certain bands. A3 is to give equal chances to all candidate cells by clearing the impact of the current choice. We note that all these actions have one downside in practice. Because they change frequency bands/channels or reset radio access, these device-side actions require to disrupt radio resource control (RRC) and thus suspend data connection for a while. We evaluate the impact of the disruption time in §5.3. It is about two seconds at the application (APP) layer and several hundreds of milliseconds at RRC. Note that the disruption at RRC is mandatory but the extra disruption at the APP layer is avoidable with better mobile OS support. The disruption time is tolerable for elephant traffic flows which last long and require huge throughput. We thus consider bulk file downloading in this work and leave its extension to other applications as future work.

We exploit the above knowledge to estimate \( P(S_u|\pi) \). For A1/A2, \( P(S_u|\pi) \) is zero as long as one cell in set \( S_u \) is explicitly ruled out. We further estimate \( P(S_u|\pi) \) in proportion to \( P(S_u) \) only for those eligible choices allowed by action \( \pi \). A winner in the default runs is likely a winner under action \( \pi \), because of the same network selection function. In reality, they often have relatively stronger radio quality. For A3, it is to reset radio access and the likelihood is the same as \( P(S_u) \).

Given \( P(S_u|\pi) \), we look for the action that maximizes \( E[X_\pi] \). We start with blocking one band. We iteratively expand the actions to be considered. We stop when there is no more chance to find an action with gain larger than the current maximum. One action’s gain is
estimated as the weighted sum of all eligible choices. We also notice that a big gain change may occur when one action is linked with a mixture of good and poor sets; So we continue only when the gain of the good choice is larger than the current maximum. Regarding performance, we use runtime measurement for the current choice and profiles for other choices. There is a slight difference when a good set is in use. Its runtime performance does not match its profile. We need to remove all high-rank actions which allow the current set and re-calculate the action with the maximal gain based on runtime performance measurement. If blocking any band(s) does not bring performance gain and current performance is way below the expectation, we can consider A3. Otherwise, no action is feasible. Its actual calculation is simple because we see that there are only 4-5 popular sets in most cases; Blocking one band is enough at most cases; We block at most 2 bands in this study.

4.3 iProfile

The iProfile module maintains and updates three types of profiles to support device-assisted cell selection.

(I) Availability of choices. This records working cell sets at each location. This provides global knowledge regarding cell deployment which remains stable for a long period (months or years). Its update is straightforward. Whenever a new serving cell set is observed, it is inserted into its set of choices at the given location. This helps us to efficiently profile abundant choices in reality. Even given measurements holes at some places, we can infer these choices based on records in its close vicinity.

(II) Frequency of choices. This records the consequence of cell selection in reality. \( P(S_ω) \) is the frequency of choice \( S_ω \) in the default cell selection. We record the count of instances over time. It is updated as follows. The sum of \( P(S_ω) \) remains invariant. When a new action is performed, we take a similar way to update its occurrence frequency.

(III) Performance of choices. This accumulates global knowledge on performance of choices at this location. Rather than storing a huge amount of raw samples over time for \( X_{S_ω} \), we record its performance statistics over time, which is represented by multiple percentiles, \( \Omega = \{ ψ^{(ρ)}[k], ψ^{(ρ)}[k], \ldots, ψ^{(ρ)}[W] \} \). \( W \) and \( ρ_ω \) (\( ω = 1, 2, \ldots, W \)) are constants configured at the start. They are ascending percentiles such that \( \min = ρ_1 \leq \cdots \leq ρ_ω \leq ρ_{ω+1} \leq \cdots \leq ρ_W = 100 \) (max). Offline profiling is simple. Given \( N[0] \) samples for one serving cell set \( S_ω \) at location \( L_i \), we calculate its performance statistical vector.

Online profiling is illustrated in Figure 9. We develop a fast algorithm to update \( \Omega \) given the previous profile \( \Omega[k-1] \) and \( N_ω \) performance samples measured at round \( k \). We update the total amount of effective samples as \( N[k] = [N[k-1] + λ_k \cdot N_ω] \). Here, \( λ_k \) is a tuning parameter to pace the rate of forgetting historical records. It is used to balance sample staleness and approximation accuracy. Without loss of generality, we assume that new samples are sorted in ascending order; Namely, \( \phi_{k,1} \leq \phi_{k,2} \leq \cdots \leq \phi_{k,N_ω} \). We iteratively update \( ψ^{(ρ)}[k] \) when \( ω \) increases from 1 to \( W \). Clearly, when \( ω = 1, W \), we update the minimum and maximum as follows:

\[
ψ^{(ρ)}[k] = \min(ψ^{(ρ)}[k-1], \phi_{k,1}),
\]

\[
ψ^{(ρ)}[k] = \max(ψ^{(ρ)}[k-1], \phi_{k,N_ω}).
\]

We then iteratively update \( ψ^{(ρ)}[k], 2 ≤ ω ≤ W - 1 \). The mathematical derivation looks sophisticated, and we present its simple heuristic first. There is no need to change \( ω \) if new samples perfectly match with the existing performance profile. That is, \( \phi_{k,n_ω} ≤ ψ^{(ρ)}[k-1] ≤ \phi_{k,n_ω+1}, 2 ≤ ω ≤ W - 1 \). Otherwise, the profile should be updated. The displacement between \( n_ω \) and the sample position corresponding to \( ψ^{(ρ)}[k-1] \) marks the potential update scope. The core idea is to approximate the old sample set by assuming a uniform distribution between adjacent percentiles. We omit its mathematical derivation. The above update is iteratively performed with modest computation overhead. In turn, we will update \( ψ^{(ρ)}[k] \) to \( ψ^{(ρ)}[k] \) (based on \( ψ^{(ρ)}[k] \) and \( ψ^{(ρ)}[k-1] \)), \ldots, \( ψ^{(ρ)}[k] \) (based on \( ψ^{(ρ)}[k-1] \)) and \( ψ^{(ρ)}[k] \) (based on \( ψ^{(ρ)}[k-1] \)), and so on. The above generic-form works for any \( W \) and \( \{ ρ_ω \} \). In this work, we consider a common setting like \( W = 5, \{ ρ_ω \} = \{ 0\%, 25\%, 50\%, 75\%, 100\% \} \). We validate that our performance profiles are accurate enough for iCellSpeed.

To facilitate the iCustomize module (e.g., configure the decision criteria), we aggregate per-set performance into per-location profile (illustrated by the outer box of Figure 9). We run a clustering algorithm to learn the top and bottom groups, referred to as good and poor. Note that the best and worst cell set belong to the good and poor groups, respectively. In case the performance profiles of the best and worst sets are similar, iCellSpeed is not needed because there is no significant performance missed. Otherwise, we are able to learn good and poor groups and use their performance profiles to determine thresholds used in iCustomize.

5 IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION

We implement iCellSpeed on rooted Android smartphones. It is conceptually implementable on non-rooted phones but we currently prototype it on rooted phones for two reasons. First, blocking/lowering a band is unavailable through the existing APIs of commodity Android OS releases (e.g., class telephony [6]). We use an encapsulated library over confidential secret codes. Root is not required if ROM is customized [5]. Second, we collect raw traces for debugging and evaluation. These traces include packet traces captured by tcpdump and mobile network signaling messages collected by MobileInsight [3, 23]. Both work with rooted phones only. The second feature is not necessary for normal operations of iCellSpeed. We implement several intuitive rules in the proof-of-concept prototype.
5.1 Methodology and Datasets

Our evaluation is primarily conducted in a small city, West Lafayette, IN (4 Km × 4.5 Km), marked as C1 in Figure 10. We also consider several locations and routes in three other cities – C2 (Los Angeles, CA), C3 (Austin, TX) and C4 (Lafayette, IN) – to validate its effectiveness and wide applicability in diverse real-world circumstances. We run two types of experiments without (A) and with (B) enabling iCellSpeed. We perform both static and driving tests. In static tests, we randomly choose 24 locations, including 17 locations in C1 in two representative zones: campus (aka, urban) and residence (suburban) and 2-3 locations each in other three cities. In driving tests, we use 10 fixed routes (Table 2) in four cities. These routes are popular in the test cities (e.g., routine routes between work and home) and cover representative types. U/S represents urban/suburban and L/P represents local (< 35mph) and parkway (45-55 mph).

We assess data performance in terms of downlink speed. We primarily use heavy traffic load which keeps downloading a large file (500MB) from our lab server. We monitor the server’s outbound link rate and ensure that it is not a speed bottleneck in our mobile network experiments. We later evaluate iCellSpeed while running some applications like video streaming and conferencing. We measure all four US operators while AT&T is considered in all the cases, because the unlimited plan of AT&T only temporarily throttles rate if the network is busy after using more than 100GB. Sprint has the smallest dataset (10.8 hours, mainly on 2 routes in C1) due to its worst rate throttling. We purchase multiple lines to ensure that the rate is not throttled when we run downloading experiments. For each operator, one test phone is used at one time to avoid contention for radio access unless specified. We use eight phones out of three models: Google Pixel 3/2/2XL. They use Qualcomm Snapdragon 835/845/855 chipsets which all support 4.5G. The results are not phone-specific. Similar findings are observed in all four operators unless specified. To evaluate iCellSpeed, we first conduct extensive real-world measurements (A only) from Sep 2019 to Feb 2020, and then run A+B experiments together, primarily in Feb, March and June 2020. Our dataset D1 (Table 3) collects data speed samples for about 372 hours (static + driving) over 5,953 Km (driving).

To learn real-world cell deployment and characterize abundant choices available, we perform a wider-area driving experiment in C1. In addition to six routes, we do a city-scale scan to cover every road multiple times (main roads: ≥ 30, almost all local roads: ≥ 5) in C1. We use mouse traffic (ping Google every second) to keep radio connectivity active at all time. We run experiments primarily from July to Dec 2019 and get dataset D2 over 549 hours and 5,113 Km.

Both datasets are public available at [9].

5.2 Reality Check Without iCellSpeed

Missed potentials in reality. We first present our real-world measurements without enabling iCellSpeed in D1. This helps to better understand the test locations for iCellSpeed’s evaluation. Our reality check shows that significant performance potential miss is frequently observed at many places for all four operators (Findings F1, F4 and F5). At all 24 selected locations (AT&T), we observe significant performance gaps as we see at L1 (Figure 4). The median speed gap is at least 10Mbps and up to 74 Mbps. Due to space limit, we present only the results of the driving tests in C1, which covers a wider area than the static tests. We divide the roads into small grids (each approximately 55m x 42m) and retrieve missed performance per grid. We use a pair of metrics $\Delta^1(\rho_1, \rho_2)$ and $\Gamma^1(\rho_1, \rho_2)$ to characterize the absolute and relative gaps between the $\rho_1$-percentile performance of the best set and the $\rho_2$-percentile performance of the worst set at each grid. We use two pairs: (1) $\rho_1 = \rho_2 = 50$, (2) $\rho_1 = 25$, $\rho_2 = 75$. Clearly, the latter is a more conservative approximation. Figure 11 plots their CDFs across all the grids with enough runs and samples. Note that insufficient runs cannot capture real-world diversity on serving cells and insufficient samples cannot capture data speed dynamics. Hence, we only consider grids with > 10 runs and samples > 100 seconds. There are 690, 438, 139 and 66 grids considered for A, V, T, S, respectively. We want to highlight that the actual gap at each grid can be still underestimated given our limited measurement scale. Even in a more conservative way, we see $\Delta(25,75) > 20$ Mbps at more than 55%, 48%, 20% and 74% for A, V, T, S, respectively. $\Gamma(25,75)$ is at least 1 (speed doubled) at more than half of locations for all four operators. A and V have similar results on significant performance gaps. It is mainly due to their larger cell diversity than T and S. We notice that in Sprint, the absolute gap ($\Delta$) is larger but the relative gap ($\Gamma$) is smaller. This is because the observed speed is much higher than other carriers, up to 160 Mbps. The lowest data speed is larger than 20 Mbps at almost all places, much faster than several Mbps or even hundreds of Kbps observed for other operators.

Cell deployment in reality. We use a city-scale measurement in C1 to show that dense deployment is the norm for all four operators (Finding F7). We see similar or even denser deployment in other cities, particularly in C2 which is one of top-3 US cities. We combine our driving tests in D1 and D2 and plot the CDF of the number of
serving cells and sets observed across the measured grids in Figure 12. We exclude grids with insufficient runs and samples in the same way. We see more than 9 PCells (12 P+SCells) and 18 cell sets at more than 50% grids in AT&T. T and S have more than 5 PCells (7 P+SCells) at more than 50% places. We also performed limited test at several locations in rural areas and find that it is much less dense for all four operators. We see that the performance gap is not significant without abundant choices. As a result, we believe that abundant cell choices are available in the cities.

We also check all the cells used in C1 by four operators. We see that AT&T deploys 501 unique cells over 19 channels at 6 bands (2, 4, 5, 12, 30, 66). But the use of these channels is quite uneven. The most popular channels (> 10%) are 850, 2000, 5145, 2175 and 2425 in descending order. Only three channel bandwidths of 5, 10, 20 MHz are used. We admit that such device-side measurement may be still incomplete despite our extensive study. We observe similar results for other three operators and omit them.

### 5.3 Micro-Benchmark Evaluation

We first use the test results at the static locations to evaluate how iCellSpeed’s main components work in reality.

**iProfile.** We compare performance profiling accuracy with different parameters. In particular, we test with different numbers of initial samples, \( N[0] = 0, 60, 120, 300 \), and three smoothing weights \( \lambda = 1, 1.1, 1.5 \). iProfile takes every experiment run by a chronologically order. Meanwhile, the ground truth is calculated out of all the samples at this moment. Figure 13 shows the average error rate for all popular cell sets (sample number > 600) at all static locations when \( N[0] \) varies from 0 to 300. We show 25, 50, 75-th performance percentiles of cell set, and omit 0 (min) and 100 (max)-th percentiles because they are updated accurately. Figure 14 uses one instance to illustrate the impact of smoothing weight over time (samples). We show performance profile of cell set 1 \{5145(16) - 850(16)\} at L1 with \( \lambda = 1, 1.1, 1.5 \) and \( N[0] = 60 \).

We have three observations. First, iProfile achieves accurate estimation, by storing several performance percentiles, not a huge number of raw samples. Second, the accuracy results are very similar given various sizes of initial samples (even \( N[0] = 0 \)). The lower-percentile (25) is more sensitive to the initial sample size because fewer performance samples are considered for a low percentile. Third, the estimated profiles are quite accurate regardless of \( \lambda \). Note that the smoothing weight of 1.5 induces more fluctuation in Figure 14, which is consistent with our observations at other locations. This is because higher weight accelerates the pace of forgetting historical data. Ideally, the weight should be tuned according to the elapsed time since last update. Considering most of our evaluation experiments are heavily conducted within one month (every few days), we set \( \lambda = 1.5^{(\text{week})} \) in our implementation. In the following evaluation, the default parameters are \( \lambda = 1 \) (1.5), \( N[0] = 60 \).

**iCustomize.** We evaluate the impact of the rules of “speed-not-OK”, which determines whether iCellSpeed needs further actions. We define 4 rules accordingly:

- Rule I: \( \psi^{(25)}_{\text{current}} < 0.8 \cdot \psi^{(25)}_{\text{best}} \) or \( \psi^{(25)}_{\text{best}} = 10 \);
- Rule II: \( \psi^{(25)}_{\text{current}} < 0.7 \cdot \psi^{(50)}_{\text{best}} \) or \( \psi^{(50)}_{\text{best}} = 15 \);
- Rule III: \( \psi^{(50)}_{\text{current}} < 0.9 \cdot \psi^{(50)}_{\text{best}} \) or \( \psi^{(50)}_{\text{best}} = 5 \).

\( \psi^{(p)}_{\text{current}} \) and \( \psi^{(p)}_{\text{best}} \) are \( p \)-th percentile of performance in the current run and in the existing profile. We run the experiment as follows. Start file downloading on the device and manually disable iCellSpeed for the first 2 – 3 minutes; That is, iCustomize is running (monitor performance for decision making), but none of its decisions is made. Afterwards, as long as \( \text{any} \) rule above is satisfied, the device takes action correspondingly. We use the collected traces to evaluate the rule impact.

Figure 15 presents three showcases at L17 (C1), L15 (C1) and L18 (C2). We use average speed gain to evaluate the impact of the above four rules. In those plots, red bars represent default performance before the device action is taken, the stacked bars above red ones represent performance gains achieved by iCellSpeed with different rules. There are also default runs with pretty high data speed (none of rules are satisfied), referring to black bars. We have two main findings at L17. First, all the rules work well. They detect all runs with big improvement room and do not bother with good runs (the last 8 runs). iCellSpeed exploits great potentials at L17 with speed gains of 20 – 70 Mbps, up to 27-fold. Second, these rules work slightly different because Rules I to IV become more aggressive. There is small difference in not-OK runs detected by four rules at L17. Because the default performance is too poor in most runs so even the most conservative rule (Rule I) is met. Rules I - IV miss potential gains in 4 runs (11, 23, 27, 29), 1 run (11) and 0 runs. Note the missed gains are relatively small and the only exception is at run 11, where the default speed is not too bad (~ 30Mbps) but the gain empowered by iCellSpeed is extraordinarily large. Generally, the speed-not-OK rule is a tuning knob to balance speed gains and the missed rate. The more aggressive rule brings smaller miss rate, but more likely with smaller gain.

We further apply Rules I and IV to other two locations. At L15, iCustomize improves poor situations by 8 Mbps and 7 Mbps on average for I and IV, given a limited achievable gain (median of the best cell set is 17 Mbps). At L18, iCustomize decides to take action in all 23 runs. It makes good catch in 19 runs with more than 1× enhancement. Dynamics in performance provided by the target cell set accounts for small or negative gain in other runs, especially like run 23. This implies that more action rounds should be considered.
Disruption. Due to implementation constraints, iCellSpeed has to disrupt ongoing traffic while taking actions to influence the default cell selection. We run experiments to measure the disruption time at both application (APP) and radio resource control (RRC) layers. We evaluate several actions of iCellSpeed: blocking one or two frequency bands, locking one specific band, and resetting mobile networks. In our test phones, blocking any band automatically blocks band 66. Figure 16 shows blocking or locking band have similar disruption time at APP layer, which is slightly less than resetting mobile network (2.694 ms). Locking disrupts RRC and APP for 248 ms and 2092 ms (median); Blocking has a little larger disruption time: 340 ms (RRC) and 2176 ms (APP). This matches with expectation because locking limits the spectrum bands to scan and has lower overhead. Resetting mobile network results in the longest disruption because it has to restart Radio Interface Layer (RIL) daemon [11]; We cannot measure its RRC disruption because it powers off the radio directly without releasing RRC connection. We would like to emphasize that the disruption at RRC is unavoidable as a solution compatible to the existing mechanism and infrastructure; The disruption from RRC to APP can be reduced with advances on mobile phone OSes and chipsets.

5.4 Data Speed Gains by iCellSpeed

Static tests (AT&T). We use two metrics to evaluate iCellSpeed.

Figure 17 presents its speed gains at all test locations in AT&T. When an device action is taken in one run k, iCellSpeed’s gain is calculated as \( \Delta_i \) or \( \Gamma_k \), for the absolute or relative gap between the average throughput in the default and customized runs. Note that the gain can be negative if the customized run is worse. We show the speed after the first round, without showing the final result after multiple rounds because iCellSpeed is eventually no worse than the default one. We clearly see that iCellSpeed significantly boosts data speed at many locations. It boosts data speed at all locations in terms of the 25-th percentile absolute gain; The 50-th percentile (median) gain is larger than 10 Mbps at 19 out of 24 locations (79.2%). Note that our test locations are randomly selected and the achieved gain is bounded by the missed performance potentials which vary across locations (Figure 11a). This is why the absolute gain is not significant at all the locations. We see that the 75-th percentile gain is smaller than 10 Mbps at 4 out of 24 locations (here, 15, 16 in C1, 19 in C2 and 22 in C3). Hence, we use the relative gain \( \Gamma \) to deal with variance in the bound of the best achievable performance. Actually, at 15 out of 24 locations (62.5%), the relative gain is larger than 100% in more than half of runs, up to 28.4x (at location L17).

The second metric is the error rate at the first round, i.e. the number of runs with negative gains over all device-customized runs. 14 out of 24 locations have zero error rate. The error rate is below 0.1 at 6 out of the rest 10 locations. This indicates that iCellSpeed reliably tames uncertainty and balances gains and risks well. iCellSpeed corrects the mistake finally while its intermediate performance may get hurt.

Other operators. We evaluate iCellSpeed for Verizon and T-Mobile. We evaluate iCellSpeed for Verizon and T-Mobile. Rate throttling makes it hard for us to evaluate Sprint. We see similar results with significant gains in Verizon (plots omitted). iCellSpeed increases data speed by more than 30 Mbps at 57% of test locations (up to 91 Mbps). It at least doubles speed at 87% of test locations (up to 27.3x). We do not often observe expected gains for T-Mobile. We observe that resetting mobile networks sometimes boosts data speeds but its impact is random, depending on which cell set being selected. We find that most missing performance in T-Mobile is from the use or combined use of band 66. However, our current implementation automatically disables band 66 when blocking any bad band. It is the implementation constraint that prevents us from increasing data speed through iCellSpeed. Gains are possible once this constraint is released.

Driving tests. Figure 18 demonstrate iCellSpeed’s speed gains using three examples on driving routes R1, R3 and R6. We use the left plot (R1) to illustrate how iCellSpeed works. We drive the same route without (default) and with iCellSpeed. In the default run, the
device suffers poor performance no more than 15 Mbps from the point of 270 m. It is connected to cell set [2425(363)-None] (270-464 m) and [6911(421)-None] (464-1047 m). For a run with iCellSpeed, it detects poor performance with [2425(363)-None] in the area of 450-480 m. Then iCellSpeed takes the action of blocking band 5 and 66 and thus moves to a good cell set. The average performance grows from 13 Mbps to 64 Mbps.

We define $\psi = (\bar{\psi}_{\text{iCellSpeed}} - \bar{\psi}_{\text{default}})/\bar{\psi}_{\text{default}}$ to quantify the speed gain in a driving test, where $\bar{\psi}$ is the average speed by \textit{default} or iCellSpeed over the same route segment after iCellSpeed is triggered (including 0Mbps during 2-second disruption). Note that we use the average speed over the same segment (distance), not over the same duration because the driving time changes at each run. We see 352% and 120% gains in other two examples (R3 and R6). Table 5 shows the average gain observed on six routes in C1 where iCellSpeed is in use.

**Other applications.** We test iCellSpeed with three popular applications with elephant flows: DASH video streaming, video conferencing and file downloading. Note that iCellSpeed is not applicable to mice flows only because it is not triggered in a short flow lifespan. Figure 19 plots the results at 8 representative locations (with various data speeds and iCellSpeed gains) including 7 locations in C1 and 1 location (L18) in C2 using AT&T. For video streaming, we test with a demo video at bitmovin [7] with constant bitrate encoding (CBR) and variable bitrate encoding (VBR). For video conferencing, we use Zoom to set up a call between a mobile phone and another device via WiFi with abundant bandwidth. For file downloading, we consider two sizes: 25MB and 100MB. In this test, we see the average speed grows from 2.2Mbps to 87Mbps (39.5x), 47.7Mbps (115x) and 94Mbps (464x) at L17; In Zoom video conferencing, it reduces the send/uplink latency by 2.3x (downlink: 2.4x), from 210ms (201ms) to 91ms (85ms). It accelerates file downloading by 3.1x (25MB) and 4x (100MB). Due to space limit, we only present CBR and VBR streaming results at test locations (Figure 19c and 19d). We see that iCellSpeed enables 4K video streaming at 5 locations (L1, L5, L7, L14, L18); All these gains are attributed to increased speeds by iCellSpeed. We notice that 4K CBR is not an acceptable viewing option in these default runs, which all suffer from extremely high stall/play rate except at L18. We choose it as a stress test to see how badly it can be without iCellSpeed. Similar enhancements are observed in the VBR tests, with more acceptable viewing experience by default, thanks to lower bitrates in use.

**Multiple devices.** We next evaluate how iCellSpeed performs in a multi-device scenario. We use $(n, m)$ test phones where $n$ is the total number of co-located phones and $m$ is the number of phones running iCellSpeed ($m = 1, \ldots, n-1$). We consider in two scenarios: (a) all the phones are initially served by poor cells; (b) only those running iCellSpeed are initially served by poor cells and others are served by good cells (which actually run iCellSpeed to move to good cells first and then disable iCellSpeed). The first setting is to evaluate how iCellSpeed’s effectiveness scales up, and the second is to evaluate its impact on those devices without iCellSpeed. Figure 20 plots the results before and after iCellSpeed takes effects at L5 (AT&T) in both settings. The results at other locations are similar and omitted. We test with $n$ up to 5 and present the results when $n = 5$, as similar results are observed at $n = 2, 3, 4$. We have three observations. First, we clearly see that iCellSpeed boosts performance of those iCellSpeed-enabled phones previously served by the poor cells in both scenarios. Second, the gain declines as $m$ grows when all the phones are previously served by the poor cells. The data speed grows from 2.2Mbps to 87Mbps (39.5x), 47.7Mbps (115x), 29.7 Mbps (13.5x) and 20.9Mbps (9.5x) when $m$ grows from 1 to 4. Third, this results in the dropped speed for those phones which are previously served by the good cells. In Figure 20b, the phone without iCellSpeed gets its speed from 87 Mbps to 17.4Mbps when four phones switch to the good cells. This is expected because iCellSpeed is to exploit under-utilized capabilities, but not to increase raw capabilities. Once more devices move to the good cell(s), they compete resources and thus the obtained share drops.

We observe significant enhancements in our real-world tests. This implies that the network capabilities are often under-utilized in
presence of a number of real user phones beyond our control.  

Energy overhead. We further assess iCellSpeed’s energy consumption in two scenarios where the device is idle (with iCellSpeed being in the background but not triggered) or active with heavy traffic (here, YouTube, with iCellSpeed being triggered). We test it with a Pixel 2 device (2700 mAh) and Table 4 shows the results. In the idle setting, we see that extra energy consumed by iCellSpeed is negligible, compared to built-in services and components running in the background. In the active setting, we keep playing an YouTube video and find that iCellSpeed consumes 5% extra energy when YouTube uses 45% energy. The energy overhead is mainly used to monitor GPS, cellular signaling messages and system level throughput, which can be cut with energy-efficient monitoring.

6 RELATED WORK

There is no prior work to boost data performance through device-assisted cell selection. We briefly introduce most relevant work on cell selection/handoff in mobile networks and device-only performance improvement. Our work is inspired by recent handoff studies [18, 19, 21, 29], [21] examines how handoff is performed and whether a handoff decision converges; [19, 29] investigate how handoff decisions impact performance and show that a handoff may result in worse performance; [18] is our preliminary study and unveils the problem of missed performance, by measuring the gap between the worst and the best choices. Our work differs from all the above studies, and targets to solve the problem. Device-centric performance solutions are divided into three categories: higher-layer APP/TCP optimization (e.g., [20, 24]), cross-layer optimization that leverages cellular-specific lower-layer information to enhance higher-layer functions (e.g., [16, 25, 28]), and lower-layer optimization (e.g., [22]). Our work also does lower-layer optimization. [22] enhances multi-operator access in Google Fi and we improve dominant radio access within a single operator. Given distinct causes for poor data performance, the proposed solution is different.

7 DISCUSSION

We discuss other possibilities and remaining issues.

Are larger gains possible? Absolutely yes. The gain would be larger when more device power is available, for example, when the device can directly lock the desired cells instead of blocking some bands to indirectly influence cell selection. The gain would be larger if the device supports swift band switching, without the 2-second disruption which is constrained by current practice of device chipsets and OSes.

Should we do it on-device only? Absolutely no. Instead, we argue that network is a better place to solve this problem. The gain is much larger or even reaches its full potential when the changes are allowed at the network side. For instance, it performs a global performance-driven optimization, which is not myopia constrained by partial observations at runtime. In this work, our aim is to offer a working solution even with modest gains and demonstrate feasibility to increase speed missed by current cell selection practice.

Does it hurt other devices and/or network? Maybe. The operators may intend to sacrifice user experience with rational, e.g., load balancing for network-side optimization, or throttling data for those without premium plans. We do not argue that they have to select cells that offer the best performance to mobile users. Our goal is to pursue better data performance which is sometimes unnecessarily missed in reality. We believe that boosting performance with no need of changing physical infrastructure is aligned with the interests of both operators and users in some real-world circumstances. If they do not match, the network always holds the right and final power to decide what to serve the device. We notice that iCellSpeed may benefit the device but at the cost of performance degradation of other devices (Figure 20b). This is because the default selection is unfair and should take the blame at the first place. In theory, iCellSpeed may oscillate when a large number of iCellSpeed-enabled devices are synced to intervene cell selection and impact each other. It is not observed in practice as iCellSpeed removes this cell choice once it underperforms. In the worst case, it conservatively goes back to the default selection.

Will the problem disappear in 5G? It will not go away as 5G proceeds. The identified issue of missed performance potentials conceptually exists in 5G that still takes radio signal quality, not the resulted performance into account [13]. This issue is likely even worse in 5G with much denser deployment, more spectrum choices, and bigger performance gaps contributed by advanced technologies (e.g., 10Gbps vs tens of Mbps). It was reported that the device failed to get 5G where 5G was available in an early 5G measurement [4].

8 CONCLUSION

In this work, we present the design, implementation and evaluation of iCellSpeed. Our effort is motivated by the premise that today’s network-centric cell selection may result in a nonnegligible, suboptimal choice of cells for a given device. Consequently, the user device suffers from large access speed dip from the highest available one in practice, while the network suffers from significantly underutilizing the available resources. Our extensive measurements have confirmed both. The root cause lies in today’s network-centric cell selection scheme where the device has minimal influence on decision making. While this might work on the dumb terminals in the past telecom age, it does not work well with the increasingly capable and smart devices in the Internet and AI age.

iCellSpeed thus explores a new paradigm of “device-assisted, infrastructure-decided” design for 4.5G and beyond. As a result, it is a win-win game for both the device and the infrastructure. The infrastructure better utilizes its current resources, while the device gains its desirable, higher access speed. iCellSpeed thus improves device performance without upgrading the infrastructure, but via smart decision inputs from users and better utilization for networks.
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